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Adrenaline
 
I want to feel it again
I want to taste it
Powerful, Strong
Only one way
Putting myself on the edge
Living on the edge
So I can savour the memory
 
I bond with people of the same kind
They live for the rush
For the danger
Their my blood brothers
Together we seeking adventure
 
 
Hearts beating, Barely breathing
Concentrating so hard, My life's on the line
Wrong move and i'll be 6 foot under
A left instead of the right
Then its Bang Bang Bang
Running
Can't stop
Turn for a minute
Bang, no more
Got to live through the pain
Can't cry
Otherwise its goodbye
 
I do it for the rush
I do it for the power
That superhuman ability
That makes you want to cower
I do it for the pain
I do it for the thrill
 
Invincible
Indestructible
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It's addicting
Consuming me
But were in together
Feel the rush
Were alive.
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Change
 
Things have changed
The world is not what it used to be
I am still adjusting
After many years away from this world
Locked up
For a crime I did not commit
 
Still I yearn to taste freedom
Hidden away from the iron gates and silver chains
For I am a runaway criminal
Trapped in another kind of gates
More lenient and free
Filled with euphoria
Which makes it easy to forget
The times I spent in darkness
Still I cherish the joyful moments
 
My youth was care free
But now I am a ragged man
Like a guitar out of tune
Once full of life
 
Maya fay
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Masks
 
I have a wall built in me
Hard to brake, Hard to see
I’ve kept my distance from you
Hidden my sorrow for you
 
You will never break through
I’ll make sure that is true
Try and I’ll go higher
I’ll make sure I’m on fire
 
My mask is built in place
Blanks will be on my face
Cracks I place for those clever enough to see
Be yourself they say
But tis not true
You can make your way by hiding
And finding
Let go for a second
My mask will break
 
Disappearing, repapering
Waiting for someone to see
To break through my smiles
And look into my eyes
To see who I really be
 
Tiredness and weary
Angry and hurt
Slipping slowly
Feeling very lonely
 
 
One day my walls will be broken
There will be no need for masks
They will see the pain in my eyes
But for now my walls remain put
Waiting for someone to break through
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Scars
 
Everything leaves a scar
Nothing leaves unharmed
Or it could leave a mark
But it’s telling the truth
 
The fights you fought in
And every time you sinned
The classes you skipped
And the words you said
 
When you’ve been hurt bad
And you go all mad
And you’re seeking for revenge
There’s a   scar in you
People who hurt you will regret
But the pain you suffered you won’t forget
 
Every right I did
Every wrong I commit
Still there
Memories
Gripping me
Scarring me
Frightening me
Haunting me
Never to be Lost
 
 
Are you feeling regret?
Why is it so?
Have you done something wrong?
Or is there something you’d rather forget
 
 
Scars leave marks
They are our identity
They help build up our curiosity 
 
Sometimes the scars will heal
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But other times it won’t
Some scars are invisible
Others are not
 
There are scars, you’ve gotten from war
Or fighting for a good cause
Not all scars are bad
But neither are they good
 
Scars bring our true self
They tell people who we really are
Scars don’t lie
There like fingerprints from a crime
 
Maya fay
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Success
 
I've heard of a place for the best
For those with mighty brains that never rest
And for those who strives for success
 
I sought for a position
So I spent my days working
Studying and Learning
Sacrificing so much
All for one golden opportunity
 
I was only one in four thousands
With only nine hundred to succeed 
I guess I wasn't good enough
 
At least I put my best on the menu
Even though my efforts went to waste
My knowledge still remained
Another opportunity flew in by
Left with no hope I trudged
 
Surprisingly I achieved 
Even though it was not the best
It was better than the rest
And I made it
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Thank You And Goodbye
 
One day our journey’s crossed paths
We were the perfect friend for each other
You were like my sunshine over the clouds
We shared the laughs
And the joy we created together
You were there at the tough times
The times I needed you the most
When you were there I was happy
We did everything together
We crossed every river, every trek together
You bought the real me out of myself
And I helped show the world, who you really are
And I knew there was going to be a day
When I had to say goodbye
When our journey together ends
I knew you would not leave any contact behind
But I want to say thank you
For being there for me
For accepting who I am
For having a shoulder to cry on
But now we've chosen our ways
And our journey together ends
So now I say thank you and goodbye my friend
 
Maya fay
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The Girl I Used To Be
 
I used to be the perfect one
But what happened to me now
Use to be the good one
But now I am charging sides
Used to be so innocent
But now I am losing my innocence
Used to be so careful
Now I just don't care anymore
Used to just read and stick to the rules
Now I'm watching and breaking the rules
Used to value friendship strongly
But now i'm just falling end
 
Times I miss the girl that was once there
Times i'm wondering if she's still there
When the time for decisions comes
Would the girl once was made the same choice
 
Having the time of my life
Smiling more often
Becoming brighter
Friendship growing stronger
A little bit smarter
It was an experience after all
What it touches me I don't know
A journey to remember
Sessions never to forget
Choices made me who I am
And for that I am proud.
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Would You?
 
It seems such a long time ago
 
That we were close
 
Then something happened over the summer
 
You changed
 
I stayed the same
 
Didn't realise it at first
 
Gradually
 
From best friends
 
To nothing at all
 
Drifted apart
 
Your sworn enemy, your best friends
 
 
Now I'm wondering what has happened
 
Still lost, drowning in my own mess
 
Complaining about your sorrows
 
Yet I dare to ask what is wrong
 
Give you time and respect
 
A promise
 
Yet I wish that someone else
 
Would give me the same promise
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That there will always be someone there for me
 
When I'm breaking down, buried in abyss
 
 
People change, time changes
 
Circumstance change
 
Yet I miss the old days where our friendship was strong
 
But now I don't know who you are
 
Still discovering who am
 
Still wondering if you still care
 
For I would do anything for you
 
The question is
 
Would you?
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